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CHAPTHER IV 

CONCLUDING REMAKS  

A. Conclusion  

Based on the results of the study as described in previous chapters, and according 

to the purpose and objectives of this thesis, the conclusions are: 

1. Regulation of Marriage Registration in Indonesia and Malaysia have  similarities 

and differences. Indonesia regulates that the marriage must be registered based on 

Ministry of Religious Affair’s Regulation (PMA) and Malaysia must be registered 

but  only serve as administration purpose. In Indonesia and Malaysia, both 

country also regulation the punishment if the marriage is not registered.  The 
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diferents is Indonesian have no obligation to report unregistered marriage  but 

there is regulation in the marriage is not registered. Whereas in Malaysia, the 

residents have obligation to report on those who had failed to register his 

marriage. A comparison based on the regulations concerning the registration of a 

marriage had been made. Indonesia possessed better techniques in the scope of 

registration of marriage, while in terms of the implementation, Malaysia has more 

effective compare than in Indonesia as the provision in Malaysia is stricter. 

2. The impact of Marriage registration in woman’s rights perspective, in  Asghar Ali 

Engineer opinion’s is recording of marriage will covered  and the rights of women 

and children rights are protected with the evidence of a marriage certificate so that 

the children can get a birth certificate in protecting the heirs of children rights. If 

there is problem happened between a child and family on the children and heirs, 

the assertion can be demanding with the evidence of a marriage certificate parents 

and a birth certificate .He also argued that, paragraph in Quran illustrating on 

polygamy itself, is begins with the word khiftum in wa , namely if you worry ( fair 

) will not do , how to think of as maybe polygamy in all situation . Asghar 

opinion’son the regulations about regulation of marriage registration is to avoid 

the practice of polygamy free community with this modern is relevant. 

B. Suggestion  

1. Indonesia and Malaysia must pay more attention and interest towards the 

regulation of marriage registration There are differences and similarities existed 

on the marriage registration. Thus, the government must provide more 

explanation about the regulation about marriage registration in indonesia and 
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malaysia. The regulation should have discussed the registration of marriage more 

precisely. 

2. Literally, the result of this research shows that, Islamic Family Law Malaysia 

contain the woman’s protection aspects in accordance with some views of 

woman’s rights vigure such as Asghar Ali Engineer  view, however it is necessary 

for the provision to improve the application of this Act so that the custom of 

society can be changed as it will detriment to the woman’s rights.  

 


